page 06  Unit 1  ee · ea  bee, feet, green peel, seed, tree leaf, meat, peanut sea, seal, tea

page 11  Unit 2  oa · ow  boat, coat, goat road, soap, toast blow, bowl, pillow snow, window, yellow

page 16  Unit 3  ai · ay  mail, nail, rail rain, tail, train clay, gray, hay play, pray, tray

page 21  Unit 4  oi · oy  boil, coil, coin, foil oil, point, soil, toilet boy, joy, soybean, toy

page 26  Review 1  ee ~ oy  R₁
Page 31: **ow • ou**
- brown, clown, cow
- crown, gown, owl
- blouse, cloud, count
- house, mouse, mouth

Page 36: **ir • er • ur**
- bird, girl, shirt, skirt
- letter, singer, soccer, teacher
- nurse, purple, purse, turtle

Page 41: **ar • or**
- arm, car, card
- farmer, park, star
- cork, corn, fork
- horse, north, store

Page 46: **oo**
- book, cook, foot
- hook, look, wood
- food, goose, moon
- pool, spoon, zoo

Page 51: **ow ~ oo**

Page 56: **ee ~ oo**
UNIT 1 ee · ea

A Write the word.

1. feet
2. leaf
3. des

4. time
5. lip
6. seal

A Trace and read.

ee beep feel feet sheep

ea bean heat mean seat
Write the missing letters.

1. sea
2. bee
3. seed
4. tea
5. feet
6. leaf
7. tree
8. meat
9. green
10. peanut
11. banana
12. seal
Circle the correct word.

1. bee  bean
2. sea  see
3. treat  tree
4. feel  feet
5. teen  tea
6. seed  seat
7. leaf  lead
8. feat  peel
9. meat  meet
10. green  greet
11. seen  seal
12. peanut  peep
Circle the correct picture.

1. ee
2. ea
3. ee
4. ea

Write and draw.

1. tr ee
2. ee___
3. ea___
Write the word.

1. bee
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

- ee
- ea
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